Envision Alachua Phase II
Summary of Hawthorne
Community Workshop #4
December 7, 2013

Background
This community workshop is one of two public workshops the County requires Plum
Creek to host in advance of submitting its Sector Plan application to the County for
a Long Term Master Plan (LTMP) for Plum Creek lands in Alachua County. Plum
Creek conducted the required scoping meeting on September 23, 2013, and for two
and a half years prior, has been working with the community to develop a vision for
its lands in East County. The process yielded a document which presents the Vision,
Goals and Guiding Principles that have been used to guide the development of the
LTMP and related policies. Since Envision Alachua launched in June 2011, Plum
Creek has hosted 11 meetings of the Envision Alachua Task Force, conducted 4
meetings of a technical Advisory Group (TAG), conducted six (6) community
workshops, hosted four educational forums and provided tours of its lands. More
than 1,500 people have participated in the Envision Alachua process.
This workshop, featuring the same format and materials as the workshop held on
December 2nd, was held to help ensure that the public is informed about and aware
of Plum Creek’s Sector Plan application, and to provide an opportunity for
participants to share their issues, questions and comments that will assist in the
review process for the application. More than two thousand property owners located
within 1,320 feet of Plum Creek’s lands received notification about the pending
application and an invitation to the meeting. To assist property owners, Plum Creek
created an interactive land use map hosted on the project website at
www.envisionalachua.com. The interactive map allows a person to enter their
address on the map, see where they are in proximity to Plum Creek’s lands, and
learn the land use proposed in the LTMP for neighboring Plum Creek property.
To support proper notification of the public, in addition to mailing letters to property
owners, Plum Creek placed ads in local newspapers (both print and on-line), sent
e-mail notifications to more 1,500 people, used paid social media ads and
publicized the meetings on its website.
The workshop was held on Saturday, December 7, 2013 at the Chester Shell
Elementary School, 21633 SE 65th Avenue, Hawthorne from 11:00 am – 1:30 pm.
More than 110 community members attended. The meeting sign-in sheets are
attached as an appendix at the end of this document. A lunch buffet was served an
hour before the workshop, and child care was provided to make it more convenient
for people to attend the meeting.
This document summarizes the general discussion and comments made by the
facilitator, presenters and community members during the December 7th
workshop; it is not intended as a transcription of the meeting. The presentation
duplicates what was presented on December 2 and the summary reflects that.
Meeting materials, information about the process and a videotape presentation of
the meeting can be found at www.envisionalachua.com.
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I.

Welcome and Introductions

Todd Powell, Senior Director, Real Estate for Plum Creek, opened the meeting and
provided a brief review of the activities leading up to the meeting. He described the
County’s request that Plum Creek prepare an LTMP. There was discussion of the
possibility that significant lands be dedicated to conservation. Current zoning allows
agriculture and rural residential housing. Any other land uses would require a
change to the County Comprehensive Plan. Plum Creek figured that there was a
better way to determine what was important to the community, and that served as
the impetus for the Envision Alachua community planning process.
Todd then introduced Daniel Iacofano, Principal and CEO of MIG Inc. and lead
facilitator for the Envision Alachua process. Daniel reviewed the agenda and
meeting objectives which were to:
 Provide an overview of the Envision Alachua Planning Process
 Present the draft Long Term Master Plan that will be submitted to the County
 Solicit input from the community on topics that will inform the County’s
review process for Plum Creek’s application
Plum Creek will continue the process with additional community engagement
activities in the upcoming year.

II.

Overview of the Envision Alachua Planning Process and Proposed
Long Term Master Plan

Daniel opened the presentation by providing a brief description of Plum Creek. They
are one of the largest private land owners in the country. Plum Creek is a publically
traded Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT). Their primary business is timber with
additional interests in land and real estate, manufacturing and natural resource
management. Plum Creek’s forestry practices conform to the Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI) which requires third party audits to achieve and maintain
certification.
He explained the genesis of Envision Alachua, which came about in response to a
request from the County that Plum Creek prepare a master plan for the 65,000
acres its owns in Alachua County. Of these lands, 24,000 acres are in permanent
agriculture as conservation and 41,000 acres are zoned agriculture for timber
production. The current zoning also allows rural residential at one unit/five acres.
Other land uses would require Plum Creek to request a change to the
Comprehensive Plan. Plum Creek convened Envision Alachua to consider future
uses for these lands that could be aligned with community needs.
The process identified several planning challenges. Some of these include
responding to the disparity between West Gainesville and East Gainesville with
respect to: income, jobs for all residents, access to quality education and
availability of goods and services. Alachua County also faces growing competition
from other regions of Florida and other areas of the country. Funds are lacking to
complete the “Emerald Necklace” conservation vision.
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Daniel then described how Plum Creek lands in East Alachua County offer a unique
opportunity. The lands are in single ownership with Plum Creek. The County has a
history of innovative planning and land conservation and is home to the University
of Florida, one of the nation’s top research universities, and Santa Fe College, one
of the nation’s top community colleges. The County has unique environmental
resources which should be protected. Envision Alachua can play a role in responding
to these opportunities.
Daniel briefly reviewed the activities conducted through Envision Alachua. Phase I
was conducted June 2011 through February 2012 and included:
 Community Task Force (6 meetings)
 Community Workshops (2 workshops)
 Website (on-going)
 Educational Forums (4 events)
 Tours of Plum Creek Lands
Phase I resulted in the Vision Document entitled Vision, Goals and Planning
Principles for Plum Creek Lands in Alachua County. Daniel reviewed a concept
diagram that showed the current land uses allowed and described how the Task
Force asked questions about the environment, jobs, and how opportunities could
come to East Gainesville, Hawthorne and the communities in between.
Through the work of the Envision Alachua Task Force and input received through
additional community workshops, the community described a vision that presented
substantial environmental conservation while concentrating the footprint that
accommodates economic development and education and community uses.
Daniel then provided a review of Phase II of the Envision Alachua process, which
was conducted from September 2012 through December 2013 and included:
 Technical Advisory Group (4 meetings)
 Community Task Force (5 meetings)
 Community Workshops (4 workshops)
 Website (on-going)
 Educational Forums (1 event)
 Economic Progress Initiative
 East County Educators Committee
 Hawthorne Committee
The results of Phase II included:
 Long Term Master Plan document
 Detailed Specific Area Plans begun
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Daniel then presented the Long Term Master Plan Framework Map and briefly
reviewed the uses that would be allowed within the required four land use
categories: employment oriented mixed use, rural, agriculture and conservation.
Daniel described the land uses in the Sector Plan process and how the community
vision developed through the Envision Alachua process is reflected in the LTMP. The
plan has three main elements and focuses on:
 Economic Opportunity: The Long Term Master Plan proposes 14 million
square feet of space for office, research and development, agriculture,
advanced manufacturing and related activities and targets 30,000 new jobs.
 Environmental Conservation: The Long Term Master Plan proposes
23,000+ acres of additional land for conservation purposes, allowing present
uses of agriculture and silviculture while preventing future development in
perpetuity.
 Education and Community: The Long Term Master Plan proposes
partnerships with the University of Florida and Santa Fe College for job
creation and workforce development. It also accommodates community
development including no more than 10,500 housing units, schools, parks,
recreation and open space, and related commercial activities.
This was followed by a video presentation that summarized the two and a half year
planning process to date.
Following the video, Daniel returned to the subject of the LTMP, emphasizing how
the LTMP correlated with the Vision and Goals for Envision Alachua. The overall
balance of land use is 87% conservation, agriculture and open space and 13%
employment oriented mixed use.
Daniel provided a brief description of how the LTMP accomplishes the Goals
described in the Vision document, which was the end product of Envision Alachua
Phase I.

Goal A: A Strong Jobs Focus
The LTMP reflects how a strong jobs focus will be achieved. The plan will direct
economic development to the corridor between East Gainesville and Hawthorne, an
area identified as the Economic Progress Corridor. The LTMP:
 Provides employment opportunities in advanced manufacturing, research and
development, commercial activities and services
 Builds on local and regional assets:
 University of Florida, Santa Fe College
 Rail connections and highway infrastructure
 Attracts employers with quality jobs (from GED to PhD) due to conservation
and quality of life features
 Provides jobs and opportunities for thousands of local residents previously
bypassed by economic progress
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Targets economic opportunities, not housing in the form of conventional
single family subdivisions
Increases overall tax base of the area

Goal B: Agriculture and Silviculture
The LTMP maintains a strong emphasis on forestry and agriculture. The LTMP:
 Continues the legacy of SFI-certified silviculture in the County
 Sets aside large, viable acreage for efficient operations, thereby reinforcing
the long term viability of the State’s second largest industry
 Creates major partnership opportunity with the UF Institute for Food and
Agricultural Science (IFAS)

Goal C: Large Scale Conservation
The LTMP achieves substantial large-scale conservation. The LTMP:
 Sets aside extensive conservation areas in perpetuity
– Provides links to regional and State-wide green corridors
 Helps complete the Emerald Necklace
 Expands regional wildlife corridors, habitat linkages
 Includes wide buffer to protect Lochloosa Creek
 Doubles the amount of land the County has protected through Alachua
County Forever at no added expense to taxpayers

Goal D: Water Resource Management
The LTMP includes policies that will shape a new water ethic for the area. The
LTMP:
 Provides state of the art water conservation, treatment and delivery
technology
 Includes large water storage facilities for water harvesting and capture
 Incorporates water reuse into delivery systems
 Requires highly efficient building and landscape design
 Prohibits use of potable water for residential irrigation purposes

Goals E, F, J, M: Efficient Utilities, Quality Community Services and
Facilities
The LTMP addresses the needs for energy and infrastructure and explores new ways
for them to be funded. The LTMP:
 Utilizes infrastructure that is already in place and already paid for by
taxpayers
 Requires buildings and facilities to use state-of-the-art energy conservation
measures
 Evaluates service options including City of Hawthorne, GRU, Clay Electric,
Alachua County and private operations to achieve most efficient and quality
services
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Provides expanded funding options

Goals G, K: Preservation of Rural Character and Culture
The LTMP emphasizes protecting the rural character of the area. The LTMP:
 Establishes buffers to protect rural character of historic communities – the
“rural clusters”

Goal H: A Comprehensive Transportation Solution
The LTMP addresses all modes of transportation. The LTMP:
 Utilizes existing road infrastructure
 Supports:
 Automobiles
 High performing transit
 Bicycle
 Pedestrian
 Incorporates transit-friendly development patterns
 Makes strong connections to job centers

Goal I: A Tightly Integrated Mixed Use Development Pattern
The LTMP:
 Uses a connected compact development footprint that accommodates
substantial economic development
 Prevents sprawl while achieving efficiencies in resource consumption – land,
water, energy, fuel
 Sets a 50 year plan horizon and includes 15.5 million square feet of
job-generating land uses:
 6 million square feet for research & development/offices
 8 million square feet for advanced manufacturing
 1.5 million square feet for commercial activities and services for
employees and residents

Goal L: Wide Range of Outdoor Recreation Opportunities
A wide range of outdoor recreation opportunities will be provided. The LTMP:
 Designates 30-35% of the employment oriented mixed use area for parks,
open space and trails
 Includes extensive network of pedestrian and bicycling trails
 Allows varying levels of access for new and continuing recreation uses to
conservation lands (unless prohibited by environmental constraints)
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Goal N: Continued Tradition of Civic Engagement
The LTMP policies emphasize maintaining a strong role for the community in the
planning process. The LTMP:
 Builds on a strong tradition of community participation and local leadership to
sustain community participation over the long-term
 Establishes a high threshold for:
 Transparency
 Inclusiveness
 Information sharing
 Creates opportunities for collaboration between Hawthorne, East County and
Alachua County communities as a whole

Goal O: Results Measurement
The LTMP includes a series of metrics that will help ensure the plan is being
implemented consistent with the Vision. The LTMP:
 Establishes criteria for implementation and performance through the Detailed
Specific Area Plan (DSAP) process
 Ensures that growth is directed along the corridor between East Gainesville
and Hawthorne
 Helps the County and community keep the Vision on track
 Requires re-evaluation every five years

III.

Review of the Proposed Long Term Master Plan and Identification of
Key Issues to Address in the Plan Application Review Process: Small
Group Discussions

Following the presentation, Daniel directed the participants to go to one of the ten
breakout tables. Each table had a facilitator and about 8-10 participants. The
facilitator led the group through a discussion of each of the three main
components: Economic Development, Environmental Conservation, and Education
and Community. During the breakout session, participants were asked to share
their issues and concerns, ask questions, and identify information needs that would
help them to better understand the Long Term Master Plan. Participants were
encouraged to comment verbally and in writing using the comment card. The
facilitators helped to manage the discussion and answer some of the questions. For
those requiring more information than was available at the meeting, the facilitator
noted their questions. All comments made in the meeting that were recorded on the
flipchart notes and provided through the comment cards will be transcribed by Plum
Creek, with additional answers provided via the website. For participants seeking
follow-up for their comments and questions, Plum Creek committed to following up
with these participants sometime after the meeting via e-mail or by telephone.
About 45-50 minutes was allotted to the small group discussions.
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IV.

Group Reports and Follow-up Discussion

Each group facilitator provided a short report, highlighting 2-3 key points discussed
by their group. Ten groups reported out and the comments are grouped by topic.
The highlights of the questions and comments were as follows:

Economic Development





Some participants believe the status quo is not acceptable. Hawthorne is at
the hub of the four-county area and the wheel is breaking. Some were of the
opinion that the County is overly restrictive on business owners and we are
losing competitive advantage to other counties and regions.
Some participants wanted to know what could be done to expedite bringing
jobs to the area.
In general people are starting to hear about IFAS coming out here and Santa
Fe College expanding out here. Will this happen? There were questions about
UF and Santa Fe having a presence and taking lands off the tax rolls.

Environmental Conservation








Water is a key issue and more information is needed. Participants noted that
we can’t impact the wetlands and aquifer. Some participants questioned the
benefit of city water versus a private well.
Some participants noted there was a difference between preservation and
conservation lands and noted that tree harvesting is not appropriate for all of
the lands.
There were questions about the impact of conservation lands on the tax
base.
Some participants want to ensure there are good buffers around the
watershed area.
There were also questions about how threatened and endangered species will
be protected.

Education and Community








Plum Creek’s vision needs to be consistent with the community. There are
many advocates for small communities in this area. They are concerned
about impacts on rural life, and they don’t want the rural lifestyle they enjoy
disturbed.
Participants expressed concerns about how the project could erode the area’s
“small town feel.” Additional noise, light pollution and potential crime were
added concerns.
There was a request for more information about building and development
standards. There were questions about the type of housing that would be
built. Would is it be Section 8?
There were concerns expressed regarding the need for the schools to stay
open.
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There were questions about recreation - the types of activities that would be
allowed, the types of facilities that would be developed and where these
would be located. For example, will horse trails be included?
Participants asked: how are we going to protect historical and cultural
resources?
Some participants asked: will the project result in more restrictions on
neighboring lands?
Some participants suggested that Santa Fe College and others involved in job
training and work force development provide opportunities closer to
Hawthorne.
It was noted that new economic development should use the most advanced
technologies for energy production. Some concerns were expressed about
this technology and what it might look like.
Participants want to make sure we have technical education opportunities for
high school graduates.
There were also concerns expressed about how the project would impact
existing two lane roads and questions about whether the project will bring
more traffic and require these roads to be upgraded. Many participants like
the unimproved nature and character of the roads.
Participants noted that recreation opportunities should include entertainment
and the arts so there is something to do during evening hours.

Other Topics


There were questions about how performance measures will be established
and monitored. Participants also wanted to know how commitments between
all the partners would be memorialized.

A full transcription of the flipchart notes taken during the small groups and written
comments provided at the meeting is included at the end of this document.

V.

Summary and Next Steps in the Envision Alachua Planning Process

Daniel concluded by encouraging participants to submit their comment cards and go
to the website to sign up to receive automatic e-mail updates so they could stay
informed. He also invited participants to stay and speak with Plum Creek
representatives if they had any questions. The meeting was adjourned at about
8:30 pm.
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Appendix B: Small Group Notes
Please note: this is an exact transcription of notes made on flipcharts in each of the
small groups convened for discussion during the Envision Alachua Hawthorne
Community Workshop.

Group 1
Economic Opportunity
1. Status quo is acceptable
2. Excited about economic development in Hawthorne
3. Hawthorne central location – four county seats
4. Hub of wheel
5. Keep wheel moving
6. Training for jobs
○ Schools, public
○ Returning military
○ Santa Fe
7. With current tax structure (high), how do you attract business (Marion)
8. Incentives – competing counties
9. More people means more taxes
○ Schools staying green!!!
10. Separate service area? – Who serves it?
11. Annexation so Hawthorne benefits (based on Ad Valorem)
○ Who would pay for services needed to serve new development? Currently
says – developer does
12. Can’t change plan unless public gets back involved
13. Want Plum Creek involved for a period of years
14. Plum Creek could have sold land off to others; this process is preferable.
15. Trees take a long time to mature
16. Parks/recreation/Hawthorne Youth Center – growth will bring more money in!
17. Hawthorne collects $240k in Ad Valorem – 50% homestead off top
18. Prosperity in other communities
19. Two paths:
○ Growth
○ Die
Environmental Conservation
1. Water use great concern water levels rise and fall
2. Does personal consumption affect natural water supply?
3. Promote xeriscaping
4. Adina Farms – 3 mgd. – what size walls?
5. Manufacturing also uses water – how much?
○ Agricultural use?
6. Nitrates – runoff into existing water bodies – over and above state minimums
7. Maintaining animal corridors – enlarge
8. Encourage biodegradable water treatment
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9.

Hope is for mix of housing
○ Disabled
○ Seniors
○ Families

Education and Community
 Conserve small town atmosphere
○ Not Archer Road up and down
○ “Bring in lots of taxes and don’t change anything”
 Bring people to downtown Hawthorne
 Incentives for business owners
 Annexation efforts
 How to engage more citizens
 Invigorate Hawthorne rather than develop Plum Creek
 Independent streak in Hawthorne – needs to be true to community vision
 Team of horses – Plum Creek, Hawthorne (symbol for pulling together)
 Need Eastern County focus
 You have to accept change if you have to grow!
 Change is the only constant

Group 2
Economic Opportunity
 Who/what jobs
 Will Plum Creek still own land?
Environmental Conservation
 What is benefit of city water vs. private well?
 Will more restrictions resulting from this plan come to those outside this plan?
 Concern additional use would result in more damage to environment and wildlife
 Will lands put in Conservation remain on tax roll?
Education and Community
 Concern new community will erode small town feel.
 Will housing be Section 8?
Other Topics
 Concern that nothing good will come from this
 Concern that too much involvement of UF and SFC will be bad for local folks
 Buffer of 100 feet along all conservation lands?

Groups 3 & 4 (combined)
Economic Opportunity
 Ecotourism should be part of workforce mix – balance high tech, high wage jobs
– people who love nature can make a living doing this
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Environmental Conservation
 Water: make sure the water you recharge is safe to use. Understand all
ramifications for long term use.
 Make sure any use of space takes into account impact on land, water,
transportation, air quality
 Be careful and be sure to define what you are doing in name of progress
○ Focus on details
 26 can’t handle traffic
 Water is good for research but you have to use more for agriculture
 Villages and Jax drained the spring. Don’t want that here.
 Capture water – do better job of reclamation
○ Zeroscaping
 Animals – protect (gopher tortoise, deer)
 Can Florida afford to grow? In my opinion no, but it’s going to happen and we
need to make sure we minimize environmental impacts, especially with regard
to lakes and springs
 Sustainability and the need for larger tracts of land for agriculture – not sure I
agree
○ I worry about impact on local farmers
 Want wildlife corridors to be larger
Education and Community
 I don’t want this area to change
○ Keep quaint town feel
○ If I knew Windsor would be how it is now when I bought land 17 years ago,
I wouldn’t have purchased
 What’s going to be built in my backyard
○ What about easements…I want 500 miles
○ I don’t want 10,500 neighbors and 25,000 autos
○ Don’t want noise pollution
○ Don’t want light pollution
○ Affects quality of life
○ I’m 100% totally against
 Keep 1-5 at minimum
 How many empty houses and apartments are currently in Gainesville and
Alachua County? The area is already overbuilt; do we need this housing growth?
(10,500 units)
 Education – make sure local kids are prepared for jobs you are trying to attract
○ All kids/ethnicities
○ If it’s tech business, it’s tech education
○ Workforce development
Other Topics
 Need more direct communication from County after plan is submitted so we can
stay informed of meetings and activities
○ Didn’t know until I got letter
 Political advocacy for a free market…don’t have to wait for Washington, do it
local
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Group 5
Economic Opportunity
 DOT limited access highway included in plan?
 Which businesses are coming? They should be low water-use entities.
 Would like more information on standards on building development and resource
use.
 Economic plan must meet needs of mother nature, not mother nature meet the
needs of economic development
Environmental Conservation
 What are options for injecting waste water into aquifer?
 Is Plum Creek collaborating with Silver Spring BMAP stakeholders (FDEP)?
 Concerned that project of this size will not ensure water conservation
 How much Plum Creek conservation lands have been purchased by state and/or
federal dollars? (lessen fee)
 More explicit statement on how much will be done to protect springs
 Do new ag lands apply for and receive their own water permits?
 Any type of economic development should use the most advanced technologies
in energy production (be open to this. Open the door)
 Pine tree plantations are not natural. How much water do these lands use?
Education and Community
 Plum Creek/IFAS research program should emphasize teaching water
conservation, not solely profit maximization
 Advocating against high-density dwelling (some in our group advocating for high
density)
 How did Plum Creek come up with 10,500 and why is this better than 1 home/5
acres?
 More local education opportunities need to be available in Hawthorne.

Group 6
Economic Opportunity
 What does Plum Creek have in mind?
 How long will process take?
 Rural cluster – supporters
○ Concerns from residents
 Trying to do what need to be done
 Growth will happen
 Concerns
○ Will there be tax exempt land – UF & SFC?
○ Will there be an EFC campus in Hawthorne close to these lands and jobs?
○ Limited jobs – kids don’t stay – have to go to Gainesville
○ Need construction trained workers. Envision Alachua will attract need for
skilled workers.
 Rural clusters – need to be protected – this is why people moved here. Don’t
make it like I-4 corridor
 Want Northern EOMU to not be developed and impact Melrose (roads, traffic)
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Environmental Conservation
 What are conservation uses?
 Concerns about building on wetlands
 Is there a wetlands mitigation bank?
 What will be landowner requirement to connect to infrastructure (sewer system)
 Request for larger corridor along creek
 Make wildlife corridors wider
○ Upper purple – needs more
 Question about recreation within conservation areas and public access.
 Concerns about parks in conservation areas

Group 7
Economic Opportunity
 Needed in East Gainesville
○ Look at redevelopment first
○ Gentrified existing buildings
 Several generations here – didn’t want development
○ No land available within proper
 Sustainable development – no knocking anything down
 What are the specific plans for development?
 Jobs first?
 How does partnership with UF help?
○ Where does the money come from with tax exempt partners?
○ A drop in the bucket after the development takes place?
 Trained workforce first – jobs first?
○ Must have a plan so that it comes together
○ Economic-community development hand in hand
 Unbiased consultants – give community what they need in long term
 UF students – research projects to identify needs
 Detailed presentations of LTMP in all affected communications
 Economic fragmentation – any time you develop, affect conservation
 Sustainable development/redevelopment
 Hawthorne needs an equal/stronger voice in process
○ Hawthorne’s needs come first, not Plum Creek, UF or Gainesville
Environmental Conservation
 How much of conservation land is Plum Creek’s definition?
○ Conserved land is tax exempt, how does that help us?
 Well process a better use of water than some other process
○ Argument that well users are wasting water
 Re-examine water conservation
○ Develop a sustainable plan
 Fragmentation
○ Plum Creek contracted out 90 acres – clear cut/no cypress left
○ Run-off
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10,500 homes is crazy – sounds like Haile Plantation
We bought in this area for rural life
○ Look at South Florida
All the current conservation land is a monoculture
Once it’s gone it’s gone
Not going to look like this – concrete jungle
Don’t get rid of small, local flavor
Preserve pockets of old Florida
Invested in a way of life for 3 generations
Concern – buffer of conservation zone smaller
○ Half-mile not enough
○ Formalize policy to protect rural towns
More specifics on water use
○ Net zero a fantasy
Protecting the rural way of life
Protecting natural resources
Specifics on water

Education and Community
 What are the tax incentives? How does that impact us?
 Produce the jobs for East Gainesville residents
○ Improve the quality of life with right kind of jobs
 What type of education is needed?
 Business friendly government policies – private business can accomplish more
efficiently
 Train the kids for the jobs
 High density housing – how does that impact crime rate?
 Losing residents – fewer students in high school now (fighting to keep it open)
 Support for population – density vs. sprawl
 Community must support the plan
 Opportunity is only an opportunity if it’s seen that way
 School millage rate? Impact?
 Right jobs to meet the needs of these rural communities
 Any housing developments – impact on crime rate

Group 8
Economic Opportunity
 How will Alachua County and Gainesville allow?
 Will regulations trump opportunity?
○ Government restrictions/impact fees/taxes
○ Economically infeasible to do business in Alachua County!
 Need progressive approach and streamlining.
 LTMP – 50 year; Alachua County Comprehensive Plan – 20 year
 Is LTMP allowing urban sprawl?
 Is LTMP promoting sustainability?
 Statistical measurement of effectiveness must be conducted along the course
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Environmental Conservation
 Balance of services – water, sewer, electric
○ How do we develop with existing deficiencies?
○ Utility costs have risen, water skyrocket cost
○ Treatment of water and cycle back into system
 Opportunity is needed in area
○ Water is primary concern. Quantity is key
○ What is opportunity for non-Plum Creek lands?
 Will conservation still allow silviculture?
 Conservation v. Preservation v. Developed
○ What does “preservation” mean exactly?
 Keep wetland system active and thriving
 Regional downstream effects Hawthorne/Micancopy/south…
 Aquifer layers need balance and long-term protections
Education and Community
 What training will come to community?
○ UF
○ IFAS
○ SFC
○ SJRC
○ Others (Job Corps.)
○ Extensions
 When are commitments memorialized?
 How and where will opportunities be located?
○ Balance between main campus and satellites
○ GED to Ph.D. is needed
 How do we train at all levels?
○ Carpenters, painters, etc. mentorship and…
 Where do resource dollars come from?
○ Public? / Private? / Corporate investments?

Group 9




Technical education for high school graduates
○ Transportation flow – two lane roads
○ Particularly related to industry
Road improvement – who pays?
Entertainment and arts to be part of community

Group 10
Economic Opportunity
 Why not more plans in Hawthorne proximity?
○ People need jobs with transportation (location of Economic Progress
Corridor)
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How can we find out what kind of jobs they’re recruiting?
UF/IFAS – what’s the plan? Want details
How do we ensure training for all levels GED – Ph.D.

Environmental Conservation
 What research/planning has been done around wastewater treatment?
 Water level of springs – how to avoid
 Buffer around watershed
○ What does County – vs. – plan include
 Water quality efforts around fertilizers, natural landscapes
 Hydrology concerns based on Hwy 20 construction experience (has water where
it’s not supposed to be)
 Wildlife – what is approach to protecting?
○ Plants and animals
 What if there are endangered species?
○ Relocate or protect on-site?
Recreation
 Will there be horse trails?
 What kinds of recreation will be available on conservation lands? Parks?
Bathrooms?
 Provide kids with opportunity for active outdoor recreation is available? – Sports
complexes
 How will conservation areas be secured?







Native American artifacts
African American cemetery, etc. – how to preserve
Turpentine plantation – history
Outreach – classes help in local locations
Connect up GED folks with jobs
○ Jobs – training
Historical museum – way to preserve and education on heritage
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Appendix C: Comment Card Responses
Comments
A. Economic Opportunity








1) How is this a benefit over the existing zoning laws vs. proposed? 2) A few
individuals are making decisions for many with no representation. 3) Hidden
changes in laws with higher levels of regulation. 4) Water use is constant well us
central distribution. Spend thousands for well. Do not abuse the investment.
1) Plum Creek should establish clear parameters for business opportunities.
1a) Buildings need to have best of current technology for energy and water
conservation. 2) Job opportunities should be focused on meeting employment
needs of current residents (not to create 100 jobs that are then marketed to
employ people from outside the community). 3) Clean industry, brain powered
Agricultural uses. It’s a beautiful area. Develop it in a way that maintains the
integrity of the land.
Hope that economic development will be truly providing jobs for locals.
Hawthorne is a hub between 4 county seats. 3 has 4 lane roads. One has 3
miles of two lane. Finding a way to invite people in Hawthorne.

B. Environmental Conservation






My main concern is preservation of environmental areas. We have a vacation
home at Cross Creek and are thinking of moving there from Miami full time. In
the last 20 years we have already seen a decline in otters and rabbits and frogs.
I am concerned that the Economic Progress Corridor may not be accomplished
without encroaching on the only “real Florida” remaining.
Want to be sure all wetlands will be protected always!
1) Result in more treated effluent being injected into the aquifer by city with all
of the pharmaceuticals. 2) Where is the benefit over existing zoning? 3) Is only
on the East side of County. What is happening on the West side of County?
Previous meetings I attended focused on the land bordered by SR 26 to the
north, SR 20 to the south, US 301 to the east, and CR 234 to the west. But
according to the Framework map, the vast majority of conservation lands are
located elsewhere, with a bare minimum located in this area. I suggest the
conservation corridors along the Lochloosa Creek system be substantially wider
( 1 mile each side of creek) which will include both lowlands and uplands to
provide a complete variety of habitats to form a truly continguous ecological
corridor. I would also suggest that the creek and its flood plain be designated as
preservation and not just conservation; i.e., should be left untouched. I also
question that pie chart showing only 13% designated for the development. The
pink area in the map appears to be more than that.
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Buildings need to have best of current technology for energy and water
conservation. Economic plans need to fit the status of the natural resources –
economic plans are man made – natural resources are not. Mother Earth has no
economic planning skill, muscle, or interest.
Hydrology – make sure the swamps stay viable and alive and fill and drain as
nature intends.
Corridor much too narrow, northern area (north of Windsor) should be mostly
conservation to protect wildlife and water resources
Xeriscaping. Plant for food and shelter for any and creatures.

C. Education and Community






Fail to see connection.
To enable local individuals to qualify for the new jobs created by this project.
Would like to see development clustered tightly around Hawthorne and Highway
20, avoid areas on SR 26 end of development area – that is, education and
community development. Rural clusters in East Alachua County could easily be
consumed by a massive new “town,” most certainly impacted by traffic, overflow
development.
Silviculture can be encouraged individually

D. Other Topics





Soviet Union had thousands of central planners and failed. How is this an
improvement?
Recreation – horse trails
Want to see very careful water planning, from conservation at front end to reuse
and treatment at back end.
Use of biodegradable products. Logging not cause erosion. Brush piles fire
attractors. Mulch on site. Too large to mulch, too small to harvest, cut into
firewood for citizens.

Additional Comments:






Is there a wetlands mitigation bank already in place? If so what is the name and
who is the trustee and has the credit process begun? Are lands trusts utilized by
PCL to purchase land?
Stay with the plan as it was pitched! Great concept – do not change
environmental views
Wonder how all these wonderful ideas of conservation and careful development
will be carried forward in a “50 year plan” – will eventual contractors, developers
have the same vision of anti-sprawl.
Due to the increase in traffic, are there any plans to 4-lane County Road 234
between Highway 441 and Highway 2082?
I took a course on woodlot conservation. When you clear land to prepare for
harvest or to harvest, brush should be mulched onto ground, not-marketable
wood could be cut into firewood for residents. Solar development? Wind farms?
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Response Demographics
How did you hear about tonight’s meeting?
Method

# of Responses

Flyer

4

E-mail

3

Personal Invitation

3

Announcement at community event or church service

1

Other

3

Other methods specified:
 Have been involved for over a year
 Newspaper
 Post Office

Age

# of Responses

18-25

0

25-45

0

45-65

7

Over 65

4

How long have you lived in Alachua County?
 One response for each of the following number of years: 9, 11, 20, 36, 42, 46,
56
 21 years x2
 Owner since 2004
 Forever

What is your zip code?
Zip Code

# of Responses

32640

6

32641

3

32605, 32666, 32667
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